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UNITED STATES 
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR 
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November 27, 1946  

Hydraulic Laboratory Report No. 217 
Hydraulic Laboratory 
Compiled by: Fred Locher 
Tested bV: J. A. Langandorf 
Reviewed by: J. N. Bradley 

Subject: Hydraulic model studies of the suillway and outlet works for 
Anderson Ranch nam--Boise Project. 

INTRODUCTION 

Anderson Ranch Dam is a rock and earthfill structure, approximately 

336 feet high, located about 45 miles southeast of Boise, Idaho, on the 

south fork of the Boise River, Figure 1. The reservoir formed by the 

dam will be about 15 miles long and will have a storage capacity of 

500,000 acre-feet. 

The srillwayy, with a maximum capacity of 20,000 second-feet, will be 

controlled by two 25-foot by 22-foot radial gates mounted to seat on a 

low ogee section at the entrance. The five outlets through the dam will 

be controlled by five 72-inch hollow-,jet valves having a total maximum 

capacity of 10,000 second-feet. These outlets will be used for the 

regulation of the reservoir level and river flow downstream and, during 

periods of flood flow, will be used to supplement the spillway. The 

spillway and outlet works constitute a combination structure in which the 

spillway flow shoots over the openings for the outlet valves and plunges 

into a stilling-pool a short distance downstream. The outlet valves 

discharge under the suillway flow and into the same stilling-pool. The 

P001 was intended to operate satisfActorily for: 

a. Any combination of valves operating with no discharge from 

the spillway. 

b. Any combination of valves operating and any flow up to 

maximum over the spillway. 



c. Any flow over the spillway up to maximum without the 

.valves discharging. 

The model studies were made for the purpose of determining the proper 

pool to satisfy these requirements; to select the most desirable spillway 

entrance; and to check the wall heights and shape of the spillway chute. 

Other model studies made by this laboratory on Anderson Ranch Dam 

area "Model Studies for Development of a $ollov-jet Valve for Anderson 

Ranch Dam," by Fred Locker, Hydraulic Laboratory Report No. 148, 
September 12, 1944, and "Hydraulic Model Studies for the Initial Regula-

 

tion of Water at Anderson Ranch Dam," by ]Fred Locker, Hydraulic Laboratory 

Report No. 153, September 26, 1944. 

SUMMARY 

G 

In the course of the model studies, seven different arrangements of 

stilling-pools were tested. Each pool arrangement was tested with various 

combinations of dentated sills and apron teeth with the pool walls either 

sloped or vertical and with various length piers for stabilising the pool 

when the valves were discharging. 

Tests were made of five different entrances and two types of orests= 

one crest located at elevation 4172; the other at 4174. In addition, 

studies were made to determine the best location and shape of the spillway 

chute walls. 

Of the five types of entrances tested, the one shown on Figure 2 was 

selected for the final design,principally,because of structural advantages 

rather than for superior hydraulic performance. In general, flow in all 

five entrances was satisfactory. Some indicated slightly more head lose 

than others, but the difference was not sufficient to warrant a choice on 

the hydraulic performance alone. 

The spillway chute walls, as shown on Figure 2, were located by 

adjusting the wall location and the warp from the gate section until the 

most favorable cross-sectional water surface was obtained for all gate 

combinations. 
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The major part of the model studies consisted of tests to determine 

the most suitable stilling-pool for the combined spillway and outlet 

flows or any combination thereof. This part of the study involved 

testing seven different pool profiles in combination with different valve 

spacings, several types of pier walls, different types of apron teeth 

and pool sills, and various pool wall slopes from vertical to 1:1. The 

41 stilling-pool combinations studies are listed in Table I at the back 

of the report. Design 80. 4, Figure 3, was chosen as the recommended 
design after all other design factors were considered. It consisted of 

vertical stilling-pool walls, Type D sill (Figure 3), Type 0 apron 
teeth (Figure 3), and Type PI pier walls (Figure 4) on 20-foot centers. 
In general, the recommended design, as determined from the model, is 

the same as that shown on Figure 2, except that the equation of the apron 

profile below the outlet valve was changed from -Y a XP  to -Y _ X2 
goo 1253 

This was done to make the apron ,profile conform to data obtained from 

later tests with the hollow-jet valves. 

THE MODELS 

Model on l:hF Scale 

Two models were used in the study, one a composite structure of 

both the spillway and outlet works on a 1:48 scale, and the other a 

model of the outlet works only on a 1:24 scale. The details of the 1:48 

scale model are shown on Figure 5. The headbox was constructed of rough 

lumber and lined with lightweight sheet metal to prevent leakage of 

water. The box contained an intake pipe and a rock baffle to still the 

flow before it entered the model intake. The reservoir contours, in the 

vicinity of the spillway, were placed in the headbox, and the intake, 

constructed of concrete and sheet metal, was also installed in the box. 

The gate section and crest were made of redwood. The spillway chute con-

sisted of a frame supporting a plywood floor and redwood sidewalls. The 

transition from the vertical walls at the gate section to the sloping 

walls of the chute was effected by a warp consisting of a mixture of 
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concrete and plaster of #aria. The stilling-pool, apron teeth, and den-

tates were also constructed of redwood. A tailbox, constructed similar 

to the headbox, was placed at the downstream end of the model and con-

tained the stilling-basin for the spillway and outlet works and a 

representative part of the river in the immediate vicinity. 

The flood-control outlets consisted of five brass valves made to 

simulate the flow from a hollow-jet valve. These valves, 1.5 inches in 

diameter, were connected by rubber tubing to a 12-inch diameter manifold 

which, in turn. was connected by a 6-.inch line to the headbox. This 

arrangement did not give a representative pattern of flow from the valves 

except when all were operating fully open. B*en then the representation 

was not exact because of peculiarities in the prototype which would cause 

the latter valves to discharge unequal amounts of water when all were 

operating fully open. The'mcdel arrangement was more conducive to 

producing equal flow through each valve. As the writer did not conduct 

these tests, it is not known whether this fact was overlooked, or if It 

was assumed that the model would be sufficiently accurate without oorrection 

for unequal discharge. 

The reservoir elevation in the headbox was measured with a hookgage 

Mounted in a stilliWuall. A water column connected to a piesometer 

opening in the tailboa was used to measure tailwater elevations. 

Model on isg4 fgele 

Subsequent to the tests on the lt48 model, a 1:24 model of the outlet 

works and stilling-pool, as recommended From the lt48 model, was con-

structe4 for the purpose of checking the results from the 1:48 model. 

In this model, five 3-inch adjustable hollow-jet valves were used for 

regulating the outlet flow. These valves were geometrically similar t 

the 72-inch prototype hollow-jet valve described in Hydraulic Laboratc 

Report No. 148. 
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TIE SPILLWAY 

Intake Studies 

The original intake, as, shown on Figure 6, was satisfactory from a 
hydraulic standpoint. There were small ripples present on the north side 

of the intake section near the upstream end of the concrete lining. These 

seemed to have little effect on the flow. They probably were caused by 

surface tension in the model and were not the result of a deficiency in 

design. 

At this point in the testing program, the spillway length was increased 

for structural reasons, a procedure which resulted in an unfavorable loca-

tion of the original intake design. Accordingly, the design was revised 

as shown on Figure 7A, and found to be satisfactory. The ripples were 

still present on the north side of the intake, as was a slight drawdown 

in water surface due to a higher acceleration of flow in the narrower 

section. An attempt was made to rectify the drawdown by flattening the 

sideslopes, thus increasing the approach area and decreasing the velocity 

of ap?roach. Some improvement was obtained in that the magnitude of the 

ripples and drawdown was decreased. 

With the length of the spillway increased, it was now possible to 

raise the spillway crest 2 feet and obtain the same discharge. It was 

anticipated that raising the crest would improve the flow in the approach 

channel, since the slope on the north side could be flattened still more 

to provide additional approach area. This was verified in the model; 

however, the size of the ripples and drawdown was decreased only a slight 
amount. 

Although Design I was considered satisfactory, it later appeared 

that by revising the inlet still more, it might be possible to remove the 

reverse curve in the roadway at the crest of the dam. Two designs, shown 

on Figures 7B and C, were tested with this in view, but both showed 

excessive drawdown caused by restricting the area of the approach channel. 
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t was concluded that this drawdown would be present unless the right side 

f the channel extended to a point where the bottom of the channel was 

,below elevation h169.0. At this point, the natural ground surface slopes 

downward which would provide a better channel approach. Actually, the 

drawd.own in water surface under these conditions still would be present 

but it would occur more gradually due to a more gradual acceleration of 

flow. There would be no real gain in head, but only an improvement in the 

appearance of the water surface. 

This type of inlet would have detracted from the appearance of the 

structure as well as adding to the cost. In view of the fast that it did 

not add to the hydraulic properties of the structure, the design was 

abandoned in favor of that shown in Figure 2 which was finally recommended. 

Chute Studies 

This tart of the study consisted of adjusting the transition from the 

epte section to the chute walls, and adjusting the chute walls until a 

satisfactory distribution of flow was obtained. This was accomplished by 

using rubber mate to form the chute sidewalls and adjusting the location 

of the mats until the best distribution of flow was obtained in the chute 

for the most adverse flow conditions. This condition was usually obtained 

with flow from one gate only. After the location oP the walls was deter-

mined, the rubber mate were replaced with redwood walls. Water surface 

cross-sections were then taken to show the distribution of flow in the 

chute, n.nd are shown on Figure S. This figure also shows a comparison of 

the distribution of flow -t the end of the chute, Station 1455.91 with 

r')th gates discharging 10,000 and 20,000 second-feet, and one gete dis-

charging 10,000 second-feet. These cross-sections indicate good distribution 

Of flow in all ce.ses. The cross-sections indicate that the wall arrangement, 

shown on Figure 2 , will give satisfactory distribution under the most 

adverse operating conditions. 
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STILLING-POOL STUDIES 

Original pes~ 

The design, shown on Figure 6, is considered the original design since 

it was the first to be tested in the model. Actually, the original design 

had a different spillway entrance, a shorter crest, and the outlet valves 

were spaced at 19-foot centers. During the construction of the uiod.el, 

changes were made in the prototype design, so the model was changed to 

conform to the latest design before testing began. 

The model as first tested, Figure 6, included the chute extension 

indicated on the drawing, outlet valves spaced at 20-foot centers, and 

l/h:l sloping pool walls. A Type A sill, Figure ~, was placed at the down-

 

stream end of the stilling-pool. Visual observations of the flow in the 

pool showed an unstable ,jump when the valves were discharging alone. This 

is evident from Figure 9A which shows the valves discharging at the maximum 

capacity of 10,000 second-feet. In this instance the flow from the pool 

was concentrated on one side with a vortex on the other. With flow over 

the spillway only, this condition of unsymmetry was not present, and neither 

was it apparent for the combined spillway and valve discharge. However, 

at the maximum combined valve and spillway discharge of 10,000 second-feet, 

the pool surface was very rough, with waves of considerable magnitude forming 

In the pool. 

The scour caused by a flow of 70,000 second-feet was not excessive, 

but as shown on Figure 9B, indicates that the flow from the pool was not 

symmetrical even though this was not apparent from surface conditions. The 
a 

photograph shows scour on the right side and a deposition of material on 

the left side looking downstream. This definitely indicates that a. higher 

velocity existed on the right side of the pool than on the left. 

The unbalanced flow in the pool for both conditions of operation can 

be attributed to the sloping sidewalls of the stilling-pool. This con-

dition was rectified in the model by replacing the sloping pool wa11e with 
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Opieure 4 ) in -place. The tilting of the valves did not effect the enemy 

vertical walls as shown in Figure 10A. The vertical walls balanced the 

flow•in the pool and produced a symmetrical scour pattern (Figure 10) 

for the same conditions of flow illustrated in Figure 9. The deposition 

of material at the center and immediately downstream of the pool, and the 

Adjacent scour is the result of a combination of excessive pool exit 

velocities and the action produced by the sill. The sill tended to lift 

the flow from the bottom causing a low-pressure region immediately downstream, 

which would be devoid of water if there were no inflow to the region from 

the sides. This inflow, in combination with the vortices set up at the 

Bide by the high-exit velocities, had sufficient velocity to cause the 

Deposition occurred when the two opposing sideflows met and turned 

downstream. In Reneral, scour of this type is difficult if not impossible 

to eliminate entirely as long as a pool sill is used.. 

As the above results were not entirely satisfactory, the design was 

revised as shown in Figure j (revised Design No. 1) and tested. with various 

lengths of pier walls, for no discharge over the spillway, and with both 

vertical and sloping pool walls in the combin-tions shown in Table 1, 

resign No. 1. The best results were obtained with Type I pier walls, 

(Figure L), vertical pool walls, and the valves mounted level at 20-foot 

centers. The pier walls spaced between the valves stabilized the pool 

vhen less than five veLlves were operating. In the absence of the piers. 

IPsa than five valves operating produced unsymmetrical flow with large 

vortices forming in the pool, resulting in poor energy dissipation. The 

longer the piers the greater was the stabilizing effect es the longer piers 

extended completely through the hydraulic Jump. One group of tests in 

this design consisted of- tilting the valves downward st an angle of two 

Ae;~rees and operating the valves with Tv-,es I, II, and III pier walls 

t'iesipation, but tended to decrease the necessary length of the apron. 
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Design No. 1 

Stilling-pool Design No. 1 was not tested with flow over the spillway. 

The tests on this design were confined entirely to studies of the valve 

flow and the dissipation of the jet energy. The only conclusion drawn from 

this part of the study was that piers would be necessary between the valves 

for unsymmetrical operation, xnd that they should be extended into the pool 

as far as pos iible,. 

Design No. 2 

The stillinp--pool profile shown on Figure 3 as Design No. P. was 

developed to reduce the pool-exit velocity and thus reduce the scour down-

 

stream. The design was essentially the same as No. 1, except that it 

embodied a sharp break in the parabolic apron immediately upstream of the. 

pool floor. It wAs thought that this might increase the efficiency of the 

enemy dissipation but the tests did not confirm this. The step actually 

introduced a potential source of ca.vitgtion which more tin offset any 

advrntRges that might be obtained from increased energy dissipation. As 

this design was not satisfactory, the model was revised as shown on Figure 

;, Design No. 3. 

Desip,m No. ?. 

Design No. 3 consisted of a long apron with a relatively short hori-

 

zontal pool floor made intentionally to utilize the principle of obtaining 

a hydraulic jump on a sloping apron, even thoigh the river depths were not 

compatible with the jump heights. The performance of this design was as 

anticipated. The jump formed on the apron at all discharges with either 

the valves or the spillway discharging. At the combined discharge of 

30,000 second-feet, the pool was exceptionally rough and the velocity of 

the flow as it left the pool was abnormally high. As this was the case in 

all the previous designs tested, it became Apparent that it would be necessary 

to lower the pool floor to obtain the desired enerpv dissipation and velocity 

in the stilling-rool. 



izr_ No. h 

In Design No. h (Figure 3) the pool floor was lowered to elevation 

2930.00, the walls were vertical, and Type IV piers (Figure 4) were used 

-between the valves. A photograph of this arrangement is shown on Figure 11A. 

This design Showed an improvement in the flow in the stilling-^ool 

a.nd less scour in the channel immediately downstream. With only the valves 

rischs.rging, the ,jump formed in the upstream part of the pool, Figure 11B, 

and the water surface wns not as rough as in the previous designs. At the 

combined discharge of 30,000 second-feet, Figure 1?A, the velocity of the 

eater leaving the ;pool was r-duced over previous designs, and the tendency 

to form side eddies in the river channel was, nearly eliminpted. 

Before an entirely satisfactory solution to Design_ No. iz  was obtained, 

a considerable number of variations, shown on Table 1, were studied in the 

mn"el. These consisted of varying.the slope of the pool walls from vertical 

to 1:1, installing apron teeth, and changing the pool sill. It was shown 

cnncl•isively in this series that as far as the Anderson kanch Dam Design 

was concerned, t'le vertical .walls produced the most satisfactory perform-

Tnce. The texts were conducted by starting; with vertical walls rand observing 

the flow in the pool for particular discharge, then repeating the procedure 

or wall slopes of•1/5:1, 0: 1,  319:1, 1/2:1, and 1:1. In each case the 

flow in the pool became less stable with each decrease in slope until, at 

the l:1 value,severe eddies 'formed at each side of the *000l and the main 

flow in the center was extremely unstable. 

i~ to this point, the Type IV piers were used on the stilling-pool 

Toren. A better annparing--and more economical structure could be obtained 

"ithnut upsetting the hydraulic characteristics of the structure, by 

91tPrinQ the share of the downstream ends of the oiers. With this in view, 

five additional tests, shown on Table 1, were performed with Types V, VI, 

VII, VIII, and IX piers, Figure h. From these tests, the Type VI nler was 

^nnsidered the most suitable and was recommended for the final design. 



Nos. ;~. 6 

Although stilling-cool Design No. 4 was tentatively selected as the 

recommended design, three other variations, described as Designs Nos. 5, 

6, and 7 on Figure 3, were tested to determine if the design could be 

improved. The first of these tested, Design No. 5, embodied a reverse 

curve at the toe of the stilling- ool apron to help diffuse the apron jet 

end produce better energy dissipation. As fn.r as could be determined from 

visual observations, there was little, if any, improvement over Design 

No. LL. The addition of anon teeth indicated some improvement. Ho-ever, 

this design was basically unsound in that the reverse curve on the apron 

was a potential source of cavitation and pitting which might have caused 

OamaFe to the prototyre structure. For this reason the design was not 

givpn serious consideration. 

Design No. 6 was similar to Design No. li, except that the slope 

connectinT the parabola to the -cool floor was changed from 5:1 to 4:1. 

This changed the sr.,rpad of the v-,.lve jetG and increased the length of the 

ronl floor without increasing the overall length of the structure. The 

chnroe d.id not im-crove the perfor^:arce of the -cool over that obtained from 

')esign No. 4. As lengthpninF,  the , 00l floor increased file cost of the 

structure, and as there was no improvement in performance, the design was 

not given further consideration. 

Design No. 7 was also similar to Design No. 4, except that the pool 

floor was raised from elevation 3F30 to 3F_'5  as shourn on Figure 3 and 

T''ble 1. This was an at-emnt to decrease the height of the stilling-cool 

Malls and maintain the hydraulic performance of Design: No. -u. The last 
r 

'as not successful'as tne- pool "swept out" at much lower tailwater eleva-

 

tions than in the previous tests. Fiaurp 13 sholris the "sweep out" curves 

f''r Design_ No. 7 and Design No. 4 with and without apron teeth. 

~A 
•'rnenied Desii-n 

The final design as determined from the model is shown on Figure 2, 

ept that the eauntion of + e -parabola on the pool apron was changed 

11 



i  -Y r. X2  to -Y =  X2. This change was the result of later tests on 
goo 1253 

Friant-Kern Canal outlets where the model tests with hollow-jet valves 

ted that a different apron -profile was desirable. 

Piezometric pressures and water surface profiles were taken for the 

,al design, Figure 14. These show positive pressures on the apron teeth, 

well as throurrhout the remainder of the structure, for maximum disch-rge 

the valves and over the arillway. except where oth,,rwise noted. 

sets of pressures are shown on the curies; one for normal tailwater, 

one for the tailwater elevation 5 f-et lower than normal. In general, 

to-eying of the tailwater reduced the pressures as was to be expected. 

o included on Figure 14 are water surface profiles for Designs Nos. 4 

d 5 with vertical pool walls. A photograph of the recommended design 

th both spillway and outlet valves operating at maximum capacity is shown 

Figure 12A. 

A scour -picture of the final design, shown on Figure 12B, represents 

scour obtained in the model with maximum flow for two hours corresponding 

lu hours, prototype. 

OUTLET WORKS 

8ecorameynded Overation 

In any stilling-pool where a hydraulic ,jump is formed, the flow entering 

the Dool must be spread uniformly across the entrp-nce to obtain satis-

factory results. With the outlet valves discharging into the pool, the 

best results were obtained when all five valves were discharging the same 

+mount of water. Under certain circumstances it will not always be possible 

to obtain symmetrical operation, especially if one or more valves are being 

r'ebaired during the 'operating season, or if the required discharge is so 

low that it is not practical to open all five valves. The intermediate 

piers between the valves are an aid in stabilizing the pool for unsymmetrical 5: 

12 



valve operation. However, the following Precautions. as determined from 

the 1:24  model, which was constructed for this Purpose, should be taken: 

First, the discharge from any one valve should not exceed 1,500 second-feet 

unless all five are operating, then it can be allowed to approach 2,000 

second-feet from each valve. This Precaution is necessary because of the 

manifold arrengement by which the valves are connected to the penstock. If 

all five valves are operated fully open, they will discharge approximately 

2,000 second-feet Per valve with an effective head of 159 feet immediately 

upstream from the valves. When one valve is completely closed and the 

remaining four set fully open, the discharge per valve will increase to 

2,215 second--fnet and the effective head will be 195 feet. As the orocess 

of closing down one valve at a time is continued, the discharge per valve 
remaining fully open is as follows: Three valves 2,u37 second-feet each, 

two valves 2,650 second-f Pet each, and one valve 2,F05 second-feet, assuming 

a full reservoir under all conditions. The stilling-pool is not Pdeounte 

for the hip7her single valve discharges, and for this reason, it will be 

necessary to limit the discharge per valve to 1,500 second-feet until all five 
valves are operating, at which time all of the valves can be operated fuUy open. 

Limiting the discharge per valve to 1,500 second-feet, until all of 

the valves are discharging restricts the energy of the jets to a value 

compatible with the capacity of the stilling-pool. 

When it is necessary to operate less than five valves, the following 

combinations are recommended: 
41 

One valve--Center valve 

Two valves--Valves adjacent to center valves 

Three valves--Center valve and outside valves 

Four valves--All but center valve 



CONCLUSIONS 

a. Vertical stilling-pool walls are more satisfactory than 

sloping walls. 

b. Intermediate piers between the valves are necessary for 

unbalanced valve operation. 

c. Apron teeth increase the enemy dissip-tion in a 

stilling-pool; however,with the high heed at Anderson Ranch Dam, they 

may be subject to cavitational erosion. 

d. It will be necessary to limit the discharge per valve to 

1,500 second-feet when less than five valves are operating to prevent 

erosion downstream from the pool. 

4 
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Tnbla 1 — 

   

Sheet 1 of 6 
Stilling-pool Valve :Stilling;-pool: Type Tyce : Type ' 

erofile ecPcing : wall slope apron teeth .00l sill : piers: Renarics 

    

Original Tilted 1/4:1 - A - tool not stable with only valves 

 

down lio 

 

onera.ting. Fool rough at 

 

20' crs 

 

maximum discharge. Scour not 

   

excessive. 

   

Original Tilted 
down uo  : 
201 crs : 

Vertical - 
- 

A - Fool more stable with valves only 
operating. Pool rough at maxi-

 

mum discharge. Scour not 
excessive. 

No. 1 Level at . 1/4:1 - A I :) 

  

20' crs 

   

: ) 

tin. 1 Level a.t Vertical - A I ) 

  

?0' crs 

   

:)Tested. without flow over sc-illway 

  

• 

   

:) t find a satisf-ctory combina-

 

No. 1 Level at Vertical - A - :) tion of piers and stilling-pool 

  

20' crs 

   

:) for the valve discharge. Ver-

       

tical cool walls in combination 
No. 1 Level at 1/u:1 - A - ) with Type I viers appeared most 

  

20' crs _  _ 

 

:) satisfactory from these tests. 

No. 1 Level at 1/4:1 - 

 

A 

   

20' crs 

   

) 

No. 1 Level at 1/4:1 

  

:) 

 

_ 20' crs - A III :) 

No. 1 Level at : Vertical - A II :) 

  

20' crs 

   

;) 



      

Sheet 2 of E] _ .. 
Stilling -pool : Valve :Stilling-cool: Type T,vpe : Tyne : 

profile snacing wall slope apron teeth pool sill : piers: Reme.rks 

No. 1 Level at Vertical - A III :)Tested without flow over spillway 

  

20' crs 

   

to find a satisfmctory combing-

       

:) tion of piers and stilling-pool 
No. 1 Tilted 2°. 

   

:) for the valve e.ischarge. Verti-

   

down Vertical - A I :) cal pool walls in combination 

      

:) with Tyne I piers ap;eared. most 
No. 1 "*ilted 2°: Vertical - A II :) satisfact,)ry from these tests. 

  

down 

   

: ) 

No. 1 Tilted 20: Vertical - A III ) 

  

down 

   

) 

No. 2 Level at : 1/4:1 - A IV ) 

  

21' crs 

   

: ) 

      

:)Vertical along trajectory 
No. ? Level at t 1/4:1 - A IV : ) a-)ron. Did not improve flow. 

  

20' crs 

   

:) Tested to d.etPrmine effect of 

      

:) an abrupt chanp-e in slope at 
No. 2 Level at : Vertical A A IV :) toe of a-ron on the energy 

  

20' crs 

   

: ) dissi-oation. 

No. ? Level at : Vertical - A IV ;) 

  

20' crs 

    

No. Tilted Vertical - A IV : Long apron to sprepd valve ,jets. 
down lip  . Did not increase efficiency. 
201  crs 
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